
Chapter 4: Van

ON SATURDAY MORNING, VAN LEFT BEFORE ANYONE 

could stop him. He grabbed his gym bag and walked over 
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was the best. She loved football and was part of the parent 

committee that held fundraisers for their team. Most days, 

Van spent more time at the Johnsons’ house than his own.
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his hair sticking up. He rubbed his eyes and mumbled, 
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bed and pulled the covers over his head.

After a few minutes of Van killing video game 
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in. He sat up and asked warily, “So what’s up? You’re 
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with Sienna that night.
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understood how he felt.

“Well, I’m just saying the kin twin ceremony 

sounds kind of important. You never know who your kin 

twin will be. It could be someone really cool. He could 
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“Unless he shows me how to be a better receiver, 
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“Maybe your mom is right. Not everything is about 
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clenched at his sides.
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the wall. He sprang up and lunged at Van. They crashed 
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but couldn’t avoid a punch that connected with his left eye.
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Van leapt to his feet and glared at his friend. He 

shook uncontrollably in fury. “I don’t need friends like 
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Van spent the day wandering the halls aimlessly 

and laying on the bleachers, staring blindly up at the sky. 
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+"$./66$/9/,*+20-8$&:$7",$./4 Van wondered. 

The sun began to set and Van headed to the locker 
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slowly, and soon the sound of slamming lockers and guys 

joking lifted Van’s mood. He loved gearing up. There 

was something about putting on each piece of equipment 

that made him feel like a warrior strapping on his battle 

armor. Finally, he smeared two streaks of grease under his 
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strangely powerful when he put it on.
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during the second quarter. As the clock counted down to 
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linemen were huge, hulking battering rams. Van moved 

to block a defensive end that had just mowed down the 

Wolves’ left tackle. The boy’s massive chest slammed into 

Van, jarring his vision and knocking the wind out of him. 

He used his body as a shield again and again to prevent the 

defense from tackling Jason before he could pass the ball. 

Van couldn’t understand why he had to be a punching bag 

just so Jason and the other receivers could get all the glory. 

At this rate, he would never be able to show his true skills. 
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Jason Dixon was a great passing quarterback and 

the Wolves were known for their high-scoring games, but 

!"/4;)!#$+%.1#3499#0.(#A94!H4/;#!)+-,#E)+&#(.G@+%#=.("/#

several times before he could pass the ball. There were 

too many turnovers and Van’s team wasn’t advancing 
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Finally Jason called a play in which Van would run 

the ball. Here was his chance to prove himself. Expecting 

Jason to pass again, the defense rushed at him. At the last 

moment, he handed off the ball to Van.
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His brain instantly processed the speed and direction of 

every player around him. His body moved faster than his 
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oncoming defenders. He tried to lunge over a defensive 

safety, but felt his legs shoved out from beneath him. Van 
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dulled his senses for a moment, but his head cleared as 

the player who had knocked him down helped Van to his 

feet. He could see a grudging respect in the other boy’s 

eyes. Van hadn’t scored, but he had managed to cover 
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47 yards and his opponents would not make the mistake 

of underestimating this freshman again. Van heard loud 

cheers from the bleachers and his chest swelled with pride. 

Van was pumped up and raring to go again, but 
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Van jogged to the bench to see his dad standing beside 
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“You played well, son. Go take care of your family business 
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game.

Van considered pleading with his father to let him 

stay, but the look on his dad’s face forced him to walk off 
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but his father dragged him away. “There’s no time. We 
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never hated anyone more than he despised Dean at this 

moment. 
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got in, his dad accelerated out of the parking lot, narrowly 
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missing an SUV that honked loudly after them. In the 
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an actual game and his family hadn’t even shown up to 
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Sienna what he could do. Now Dean had cheated him out 

of the entire second half of the game. He knew that given 

another chance, he could have scored. He could have been 

a hero. And Van suddenly remembered that he hadn’t told 

Sienna he wouldn’t be able to hang out with her tonight. 

He hoped someone would tell her about the ceremony. 

They pulled up to the house and Van stomped 

behind his dad into the backyard where Dean and Van’s 
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dad. Without waiting for a reply, she motioned for them to 

gather in a circle. 

The half moon glowed brightly above. Van stood 

at the center of his family circle and shifted his feet 

impatiently. After a moment of silence, Dean stepped 

forward and told him to hold out his hands, palms up. 

Dean placed a carved wooden stick with a ball at the end 

in Van’s right hand and some kind of seed in his left hand. 

Then Dean draped a string of purple and white shells over 
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Van’s outstretched arms. 

His mother said, “Van, as you hold these sacred 

items—your Mohawk ancestor’s war club, a seed from 

our family tree, and a wampum belt from the original 

Iroquois League of Five Nations—you must pledge your 

commitment to honoring our ancestors’ traditions and the 
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Van straightened at the sound of his mother’s commanding 
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spine and Van reminded himself it was a boring old ritual 

that didn’t mean anything. Still he felt the same rush of 

adrenaline he felt during a game, and his body tensed in 

anticipation.

Sophie Lahache paused to watch her son raise his 

arms, then continued, “Now let us give thanks to the moon 

and stars above and Mother Earth below for nurturing 

generations of our family, past, present, and future. We 

call upon the Great Spirits to guide Van through the 
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against the blinding light. He heard his mother’s voice 
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fade away as she said, “Van, you must pay tribute to the 

E1++#"C#Y+.G+,:
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Chapter 9: 
Restless Elm

AFTER LEARNING THE ENEMY WAS PLANNING TO 

strike, the village council voted unanimously to wage war 

against the Oneidas. Our captives confessed the Oneidas 

were planning to retaliate against us for Swift Eagle’s 

recent raid. We argued that we would have the advantage 

4C#0+#.!!.G@+%#L1(!5# ./%# !)+# G"*/G49# L/.99&# .;1++%,#E)+#
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food we could take from the Oneidas, for the cold times 

lay ahead.

I prepared my bow, arrows, and the knobbed 

war club that Swift Eagle had helped me carve. Even 

though the air was quickly turning cooler, I wore only my 

deerskin breechcloth and moccasins. I needed to be able 

!"#-"I+# ./%#L;)!# C1++9&,#W(# ># C.(!+/+%# !)+# (!1.8(# "C#-&#

quiver across my chest, Little Bird brought me a pouch of 

dried meat, fruits, and nuts. I knew this was my mother’s 
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way of wishing me a safe trip. We had not spoken since the 

day I announced I would lead a war party to avenge the 

deaths of my father and Swift Eagle, but I knew that she 

was praying for me. 

2Y1"-4(+#-+#&"*'99#G"-+#A.G@5#Z+(!9+((#[9-5:#-&#

sister begged, throwing her arms around my waist.
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head. “And you must promise to listen to Mother while 
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I led our band of proud braves through the village. 

Some cheered us on and wished us luck, while Rising Sun 

and his followers looked away in disapproval. I craned my 

neck for a glimpse of Snow Blossom but didn’t see her. 

We crossed the river and moved through the forest, 

talking very little. For the younger warriors—including 
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of training to good use, but I also knew that this was no 
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I knew that I would need all of my skill, cunning, and 
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keep my promise to Little Bird. 

We stopped a good distance from the Oneida 

village and I sent a few scouts ahead. We drank from the 

creek and checked our weapons as we went over our plan 

"/+#9.(!#!4-+,#2Z+-+-A+15#-+/5:#>#(.4%5#20+#;+!#4/#!)+1+#

and we take at least one life for every one they stole from 

us. We grab any supplies and captives we can easily get to, 
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The others nodded.

Laughing Bear put a hand on my shoulder and 
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“Don’t worry. I’ll move so fast, the Oneidas will all 

be halfway along the Path to the Dead before they know 
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Bear at my side, I knew the attack would be successful. 

After nightfall, we crept silently through the trees, 

spreading out to surround the village. The moon spirit was 

on our side tonight, hiding behind thick clouds to bless our 

mission with the cover of darkness.
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I crouched behind a tree, my heart pounding. At 

a signal from the scouts who had snuck inside, I quickly 

climbed the wall and jumped down on the other side. I 

looked for the longhouse with a turtle carved over the 

door. Suddenly, I heard screams as a building burst into 

J.-+(,#6499.;+1(#A+;./#!"#0.@+#*8#./%#G"-+#"*!#"C#!)+#

bark houses. An Oneida man ran towards me with his 

club raised, and I struck him down with my own club. 

Laughing Bear appeared at my side, and together we 

slashed and beat our way through the madness. Arrows 
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barely tell which were Mohawk and which were Oneida.
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looked where he pointed. The same cold calm I felt before 

shooting the doe came over me now as I raced towards the 

Oneida Turtle clan longhouse. I threw myself at a brave 

who had knocked down one of my men. Surprised, he fell 

back but quickly recovered his footing. He looked to be 

a few years older than me. I sidestepped his blow as he 

lunged at me. The Oneida warrior was stronger and more 

experienced, but I was faster. My hours of practice with 
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Swift Eagle served me well as I dodged his attacks and 

(!1*G@#.!#./#*/81"!+G!+%#(4%+,#3+#L/.99&#C+99#!"#)4(#@/++(5#

and I dealt one last blow to his head. I leaned back and let 

out a wild cry, all the grief inside me pouring out in a shrill 

wail of red-hot fury.

Suddenly drained, I looked around me and saw 

Laughing Bear wrestling with another warrior. I rushed to 

help and spotted an archer with his bow pointed straight 

at Laughing Bear. I leapt forward just as the arrow was 

unleashed and felt a searing pain pierce my side. I struck 
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world around me went silent and I blinked a few times in 

confusion.

I saw a young girl collapse over the body of the 

Oneida brave I had killed. The girl shook the body 

desperately, as if she could shake the life back into him. 

And then she gave up. She knelt there as my men rained 
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village. The last thing I saw before blackness swallowed 

the world was her face—a face just like Little Bird’s. Her 

eyes were wide with helpless terror and despair, and her 

cheeks were stained with blood and dirt.
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